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Executive Summary

L

ong Island’s immigrant population has grown dramatically over the past three decades. In recent
years, Central America and Asia have been the leading sources of migrants to Long Island, but
immigrants continue to arrive from regions all over the world. Immigrants have emerged as the major
source of demographic growth on Long Island: excluding new immigrants, Long Island would have
lost, rather than gained, people since 1980. Immigrants are found throughout Long Island, both in
cities and villages with well-established immigrant communities and dispersed across the numerous
area townships.
As workers, consumers, and taxpayers, immigrants—documented as well as undocumented—make
important contributions to the Long Island economy. Immigrant Long Islanders added $10.6 billion
to total Long Island output and generated an estimated 82,000 jobs in 2006 as a result of their consumer
spending. Their overrepresentation among “prime working age” people further suggests that immigrants
are an economically productive force on Long Island. In addition, Long Island immigrants contribute
positively to local government budgets. This study finds that immigrants contribute $2,305 more
per resident to local revenues than they receive in local expenditures on education, health care, and
corrections. The magnitude of the figure strongly suggests that both documented and undocumented
immigrants are net contributors to the Long Island economy.
The importance of immigrant Long Islanders to the regional economy will only increase as this population
continues to grow in the years ahead. This study documents the extraordinary recent changes in the
region’s immigrant population and describes its key demographic characteristics. It then quantifies
the immigrant population’s contributions to production and employment. The report concludes by
analyzing the immigrant contribution to local government revenues and costs.

Among the study’s major findings:
Population
• The Long Island immigrant population more than doubled since 1980 to just over 465,000 residents,
accounting for more than 16 percent of the general population. The rate of increase was far greater than
that for the Long Island population as a whole (7 percent).
• More than 85 percent of immigrants arriving on Long Island prior to 1980 are today U.S. citizens.
• More than one-half of all immigrants arriving on Long Island since the year 2000 are Latin American.
This compares to less than 17 percent of those who had arrived in 1980 or earlier.
• Tiny El Salvador contributes by far the most immigrants to Long Island. As of the year 2000, only Italy
accounted for at least half as many as El Salvador’s total of 44,067.
• Asians have the highest proportion of immigrants among the major ethnic groups. Almost 70 percent
of Long Island’s Asians are foreign born as of 2000, according to the U.S. Census.
• The Long Island immigrant population tends to concentrate in certain townships. In the year 2000,
56 percent of Nassau County’s immigrants lived in Hempstead Town, while nearly three-quarters of
Suffolk’s immigrants lived either in Babylon, Brookhaven, or Islip.
• Hempstead, Freeport, and Elmont in Nassau County and Brentwood in Suffolk County are by far the
four largest immigrant communities on Long Island, with over 13 percent of Long Island’s immigrants
among them.
• Over 46 percent of Long Island’s immigrants are in the “prime working age” category of 18 to 44,
compared to less than one third of non-immigrants. Immigrants are also relatively more plentiful in the
other category of working age adults, 45 to 64 year-olds.
• An overwhelming majority of Long Island’s immigrants report that they speak English “well” or “very
well”: nearly 60 percent of Spanish-speaking immigrants, 85% of non-Spanish-speaking Europeans,
75% of Asians or Pacific Islanders, and over 95% from other groups.
• Long Island immigrants are more likely to be married than their native counterparts. Nearly two-thirds
are married, compared to 54.5 percent of the general population.
Economic Impact
• After subtracting income and payroll taxes, savings, remittances, and property taxes, Long Island
immigrants had an estimated $7.5 billion in buying power in 2006. Their total spending produced an
economic impact of $10.6 billion.
• Immigrants in 2006 contributed an estimated $2.13 billion in taxes and other government revenues
(directly and indirectly), while costing Nassau and Suffolk local governments (counties, towns/cities,
villages, and school districts) about $1.06 billion for K-12 education ($772 million), health care ($244
million), and corrections ($44 million). This yields a net benefit to Long Island of about $1.07 billion,
or $2,305 per immigrant resident.
• All immigrant groups are net contributors, although the extent varies significantly. Asian immigrants
contributed a net benefit of $3,249 per head in 2006, non-Hispanic white immigrants contributed
$4,059, Hispanic immigrants $842, and black immigrants $789.

The Long Island Immigrant Population:
Growth And Change

L

ong Island, originally settled by the Dutch and then by

to settle in New York, and a significant fraction of them

the English, was founded by immigrants. Throughout

eventually migrated further east to Nassau and Suffolk.

most of its history it was mainly agricultural and remained

Ten years later, it was Central Americans (Salvadorans

sparsely populated, especially in Suffolk County. Large-scale

in particular) who moved to Long Island, many fleeing

migration to Long Island did not get its start until early

violence or poverty in their countries. To a greater extent

last century, led by predominantly European immigrants

than any other immigrant communities, Central and

who had originally settled in the New York City area.

South Americans have since tended to concentrate in

Many were to move further east to Nassau County, and

enclaves on Long Island, such as Hempstead, Brentwood,

some eventually to Suffolk County. In the 1920s, developer

Central Islip, and Glen Cove City. Asians, led by Indians

Robert Moses set in motion a number of new State Park

and Chinese, represented the next major wave of immigrants

projects on Long Island, which required the development
of a network of highways. Suburban development
gradually followed, and it is in these early Long Island
communities, mostly in Nassau County, where one continues
to find an abundance of Italian- and Irish-Americans, as
well as other European-American (and notably Jewish)
populations. Many of today’s Long Islanders, therefore,
are from second or third generation immigrant families
who originally came to New York City, and a significant
percentage of them originate from Brooklyn or Queens.1
Although according to the Fiscal Policy Institute nearly
three quarters of all immigrants in New York State live
in New York City,2 Long Island’s immigrant population

to Long Island. While beginning in the early to mid-1980s,
the Long Island Asian population grew especially rapidly
a decade later, with Long Island’s Indian population
nearly doubling during the 1990s3. Asian immigration
to Long Island continues despite having slowed slightly
since 2000.
Immigration to Long Island today appears more heterogeneous than ever. While relatively speaking migration from
Europe has dropped off, in absolute terms the numbers are
still significant. Immigration from India, China, and other
parts of Asia, as well as from the West Indies, has leveled

has increased substantially over the past half century.

off since 2000 but shows no indication of slowing signifi-

The growth has been especially rapid in the past twenty

cantly. The most rapidly growing immigrant population,

to thirty years.

however, is from Central America and, more recently, also
South America. Moreover, Mexicans, previously almost

Following the passage of the Immigration and Nationality

unknown on Long Island, have in recent years appeared,

Act of 1965, which liberalized international migration

most notably on the South Fork of Suffolk County. Yet

quotas, immigration to Long Island began to take on a

despite the recent controversy on Long Island over undocu-

more diverse appearance. Starting in the 1970s, large

mented immigrants, among whom many originate from

numbers of migrants from the Dominican Republic,

Mexico, Mexicans represent a very small percentage of total

Haiti, Jamaica, and a number of other countries came

immigrants on Long Island.

1. It should be clarified that the study will be using the term “immigrant” to refer exclusively to Long Island residents (whether documented or
undocumented) who are foreign born, with the exception of those born abroad to U.S. citizens. Second or third generation Americans will not be
counted among Long Island’s immigrants. Also, the term “Long Island” is used in its contemporary political sense, referring to Nassau and Suffolk
counties exclusively. Brooklyn and Queens, of course, also form part of the physical entity that is Long Island.
2. Fiscal Policy Institute. 2007. Working for A Better Life: A Profile of Immigrants in the New York State Economy.
3. Fischler, Marcelle S. 2004. “Indian Culture Clash: Classical or Pop?” New York Times, September 26.
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Figure 1 shows the growth in the total Long Island

Perhaps most remarkable, if we excluded all immigrants

immigrant population during the past quarter-century.

arriving after 1980, Long Island’s current population would

The region’s immigrant population more than doubled to

be more than four percent less than its 1980 population.

465,000 residents since 1980, at an average annual increase
of 2.7%. The rate of growth far exceeds the annual growth

At the county level, Table 1 shows that the growth rate of

rate for the Long Island population as a whole, which is less

the immigrant population in Suffolk County has over recent

than three-tenths of one percent.4

years exceeded that of Nassau County, although the growth
is from a smaller base. While the immigrant population

Figure 1. Growth of the Long Island
Immigrant Population, 1980-2006
700,000
600,000

the 1980s, the growth trends reversed during the 1990s,
and in the present decade growth is almost twice as rapid

Nassau
Suffolk
Total

in Suffolk as in Nassau. At current rates, Suffolk County
receives over 7,200 new immigrant residents every year and
465,217

500,000
Population

grew comparatively much more rapidly in Nassau during

396,939

400,000

Nassau over 5,300.
Table 1. Growth Rates of the Immigrant Populations
in Nassau and Suffolk Counties, 1980-2006

273,522

300,000

	Period	Nassau	Suffolk

230,529
200,000
100,000
0
1980

1990

2000

2006

1981-1990

24.6

10.1

1991-2000

40.8

52.1

2001-2006

12.5

24.2

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 1980, 1990, 2000; U.S.
Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 1980, 1990, 2000;
American Community Survey, 2006

The Long Island immigrant population grew by about

Figure 2 illustrates the changing composition of Long

19% during the 1980s, and by more than twice as much—

Island’s foreign-born population.5 The contrasts are note-

45%—in the next decade. According to U.S. Census Bureau

worthy. Almost two-thirds of European immigrants to Long

estimates, the growth rate during the present decade has

Island arrived in the U.S. before 1980, with only slightly

averaged 2.7% annually which, if maintained, translates

more than 38,000 arriving after. In contrast, most Asian

to an increase in the Long Island immigrant population

immigration to Long Island is fairly recent. Asian immigrants

from 2000 to 2010 of about 30%, to more than 517,000

have steadily increased their numbers with each passing

immigrants. At present 16.6% of Long Island’s population

decade, peaking at slightly less than 35,000 for the 1990s.

is foreign born, up from 10.5% in 1990 and 8.8% in 1980.

Numbers for the present decade exhibit a slightly slower
growth trend than in the preceding decade, but growth

4. Unless otherwise noted, all demographic numerical data are drawn from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Decennial Census, various years; and U.S. Bureau
of the Census, American Community Survey, 2006. The American Community Survey samples only the household population, while the Decennial
Census counts the entire population, including those living in institutions, college dormitories, and group quarters. Hence, the immigrant population
growth rate since 2000 may be slightly understated here. It should also be emphasized that U.S. Census data for the immigrant population are an
amalgam of information for undocumented as well as documented immigrants.
5. It should be noted here that all Puerto Ricans are U.S. citizens at birth and are not counted as “foreign born” under the U.S. Census Bureau definition.
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remains fairly rapid. Caribbean immigrants to Long Island

Long Island immigrants have been in this country, the more

exhibit almost the opposite trend. Numbers have declined,

likely they are to be citizens. Only one-eighth of Long Island

gradually but steadily, since 1980. For the 2000-2009 decade

immigrants arriving to the U.S. before 1980 have not yet

Caribbean immigration is projected to slightly exceed

become citizens, and only one-third of those arriving between

15,000, which is about 25% less than in the previous

1980 and 1990 are not yet citizens. The pattern suggests that

decade. Immigration growth is most visible among Central

most Long Island immigrants either eventually become U.S.

and South Americans, boosted in no small measure by tiny

citizens or end up moving out of the region, often back to

El Salvador, which has contributed tens of thousands of

their country of origin. A similar pattern has been observed in

immigrants. For the present decade, immigration from both

New York City, but while 51% of immigrants residing there

Central and South America is projected to exceed that of

are citizens, nearly 55% of Long Island’s immigrants are.6

any previous decade. While fewer than 17 percent of immi-

Figure 3. Citizenship Status of the Long Island’s
Foreign-Born Population by Year of Entry

grants who arrived in Long Island before 1980 are Central
or South American, more than 51 percent of those arriving

140,000

Figure 2. Regional Origin of the Long Island Immigrant
Population, by U.S. Year of Entry, 2006
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

10,000

El Salvador accounts for more immigrants to Long Island
0

than any other country in the world by far (Figure 4). With
Europe
		

Asia

Caribbean Central South
America America

a total count of 44,067, only Italy (with 29,012) accounts
for even half of El Salvador’s total as of 2000. Only ten other

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

countries contribute at least 10,000 immigrants, after which
There is a clear tendency towards obtaining citizenship

the numbers drop off sharply. They are spread fairly evenly

among Long Island’s immigrants. Figure 3 shows that

across the world, although the Caribbean region is especially

while the overwhelming majority (85.5%) of Long Islanders

well represented among them. The countries and their respec-

who entered the U.S. after 2000 are not U.S. citizens, a

tive immigrant totals are as follows: India (19,552), Jamaica

majority of those who entered earlier have been naturalized

(18,232), the Dominican Republic (16,885), Haiti (16,509),

as citizens (the “native” category refers to individuals born

China (16,077), Colombia (14,701), Germany (12,348),

abroad to U.S. citizens). Most important, the longer that

Poland (10,821), South Korea (10,164), and Ecuador (10,059).

6. Fiscal Policy Institute, 2007, Op cit., p. 47.
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Figure 4. Number of Immigrants on Long Island by Country of Origin

Total Foreign Born
Population
>25,000
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Total Foreign Born
Population
>25,000
10,000 – 24,999
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1,000 – 2,499
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Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 Decennial Census
Map by North Shore-LIJ Health System Office of Strategic Planning and Program Development

One often hears a distinction made between whether one

Figure 4. Italy is by far the most represented country,

is a “true” immigrant or a second or third (or greater)

as Italian-Americans on Long Island number more than

generation American. Yet in reality most Long Islanders are

632,000 as of 2000. Irish-Americans are next, numbering

immigrants in the sense that if they were not born outside

just short of 400,000, followed by German-Americans,

the U.S. they are descended from those who were. Figure 5

estimated at about 224,000. Poland (107,875) and the U.S.

shows the countries most frequently declared as places of

(101,454) round out the short list of countries for which

ancestry by Long Island residents. Note the contrast with

at least 100,000 claim ancestry. According to the Census
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figures, very few Salvadoran immigrants claim Salvadoran

claiming ancestry. Of the 18 most represented countries—

ancestry, and the same is true for other countries with

that is, those for which at least 10,000 Long Islanders claim

sizable immigrant populations on Long Island, like India

ancestry—only three apart from the U.S. (Jamaica, Haiti,

and China.7 Europe dominates in terms of Long Islanders

and Iran) are non-European.

Figure 5. Reported Ancestry of Long Island Population

Total Ancestry
Population
>200,000
50 000 – 199,999
10,00 – 49,999
1,000 – 9,999
<1,000

Total Ancestry
Population
>2200,000
50,000 – 199,999
10,00 – 49,999
1,000 – 9,999
<1,000

Total Ancestry
Population
>2200,000
50,000 – 199,999
10,00 – 49,999
1,000 – 9,999
<1,000

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000.
Map by North Shore-LIJ Health System Office of Strategic Planning and Program Development.

7. It is probably safe to assume that most of the 101,454 who declare U.S. ancestry are neither native people nor their descendants, although precise data
on the matter are impossible to obtain, since the ancestry numbers are based exclusively on what individuals and households report as their ancestry.
A sizable share of the U.S. number are likely to be recent immigrants from a variety of countries who simply reported their ancestry in this way either
out of a desire to demonstrate that they are fully assimilated into U.S. society and culture or, in rarer instances, because they were not entirely sure
what was being asked.
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Figure 6 compares the major racial or ethnic groups on

exceeds the white foreign-born total. Relative to their

Long Island—immigrant and non-immigrant alike—

population, close to four times as many blacks as whites are

according to place of birth. We see considerable difference

foreign born (25.2%). The vast majority of them are from

among the groups. Only 6.8% of non-Hispanic whites

Caribbean nations such as Jamaica, Haiti, the British West

are immigrants, compared to 16.6% of all Long Islanders.

Indies, Barbados, Trinidad, and Grenada. Long Island’s

This, however, does not signify a relative scarcity of white

Guyanese community has also been growing in recent years.

immigrants since, as noted earlier, even today Long Island

But only a minority of the three-quarters of all Long Island

continues to receive a fair number of European migrants.

blacks who are born in the U.S. can claim ancestry from one

Rather, the relatively low number results from the fact

of these communities, as a significant number are African-

that whites still significantly outnumber each of the other

American or from African ancestry. Only among Long

groups. Also notable is the fact that the total number of

Island blacks is a significant percentage (14.2%) from some

whites born in any other of the 49 U.S. states only slightly

other U.S. state.

Figure 6. Place of Birth by Racial
or Ethnic Group, 2006
White, not Hispanic
Born Outside US
Citizen by Birth
0.4%

Black

Foreign Born
6.8%

Foreign Born
25.2%

Other
US State
7.0%

Born
Outside US
Citizen by
Birth 0.4%
Other
US State
14.2%

New York State
85.8%

Hispanic

Foreign Born
45.6%

New York State
60.2%

Asian

New York State
46.0%

Foreign Born
69.3%

New York State
26.2%

Other
US State
3.8%
Born Outside US
Citizen by Birth 5.4%

Born Outside US
Citizen by Birth
0.7%

Other US State
3.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000; American Community Survey, 2006.
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In striking contrast, nearly half of all Long Island Hispanics

Island Asians were born outside the U.S., and relative to

are foreign born. Hispanic immigrants to Long Island hail

their current numbers, their presence on Long Island a mere

from a variety of countries, most notably El Salvador, the

generation ago was almost unnoticeable. They originate

Dominican Republic, Colombia, and Ecuador, and to a lesser

from many countries, among them India, China, South

degree Peru and Guatemala. Only three percent of Long

Korea, the Philippines, Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey.

Island Hispanics originate from some other U.S. state, less
than for any other group. Puerto Ricans account for most of
the apparently anomalously high percentage of Hispanics in
the “born outside U.S./citizen by birth” category, since they
are considered native U.S. citizens by birth. Finally, the

Geographical Distribution Of
Long Island Immigrants
Long Island’s immigrant population is numerically concentrated in the region’s most populous sub-county divisions,

Long Island Asian population has an even greater percentage

called “towns,” according to the 2000 U.S. Census (see

of foreign-born residents among them. Fully 69.3% of Long

Table 2).8 Hempstead Town alone was home to over 56%

Table 2. Town Distribution of Long Island immigrants, 2000
Number of
Immigrants
	Nassau County Town/City
	Glen Cove City

Immigrant %
Town/City
Population

of

Town/City %
County
Immigrants

of all

7,422

27.9

3.1

134,598

17.8

56.5

5,427

15.3

2.3

	North Hempstead

55,357

24.9

23.2

	Oyster Bay

35,610

12.1

14.9

238,414

17.9

	Babylon

27,643

13.1

17.4

	Brookhaven

39,730

8.9

25.1

3,594

18.2

2.3

	Huntington

21,808

11.2

13.8

	Islip

47,088

14.6

29.7

2,653

9.6

1.7

169

7.6

0.1

Smithtown

8,354

7.2

5.3

Southampton

6,096

11.2

3.8

Southold

1,388

6.7

0.9

158,523

11.2

	Hempstead
Long Beach City

	Nassau County Total
Suffolk County Town/City

	East Hampton

	Riverhead
Shelter Island

Suffolk County Total
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000

8. As elsewhere in New York State, the primary sub-county division on Long Island is the town, comprising an extensive geographical area. In Nassau
County, these are Hempstead, North Hempstead, and Oyster Bay, with Glen Cove and Long Beach separate entities classified as cities. In Suffolk
County, the towns are Babylon, Brookhaven, East Hampton, Huntington, Islip, Riverhead, Shelter Island, Smithtown, Southampton, and Southold.
Within the towns are incorporated villages and hamlets and unincorporated areas. Two areas apart from Glen Cove and Long Beach cities lie outside
the town system: Suffolk County’s Poospatuck and Shinnecock Native American reservations.
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of Nassau County’s immigrant population that year, with

tration is found in East Hampton, where 18.2% of the

North Hempstead Town accounting for another 23%.

population is foreign born. The data also show substantial

Despite being home to only slightly more than three percent

variation in immigrant settlement by national origin. For

of Nassau’s immigrant population, Glen Cove City had the

example, Latin Americans—particularly Colombians and

greatest concentration of immigrants within its population

Ecuadorians—are highly represented in East Hampton,

(27.9%). Nearly three-quarters of Suffolk County immigrants

Polish immigrants tend to concentrate in Riverhead,

lived in Babylon Town, Brookhaven Town, or Islip Town,

Southold, or Shelter Island, and Islip contains the greatest

with the latter being home to almost 30% of the county’s

concentration of Salvadoran immigrants. Figure 7 shows

immigrants. Yet here it is also evident that the immigrant

immigrant distributions by nationality and town (or city)

population is fairly well spread out, as its highest concen-

in the year 2000.

Figure 7. National Origin Distribution of the
Immigrant Population in Long Island Towns, 2000
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El Salvador
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Iran
9.9%
Other
36.4%

Other
South
America
10.8%

South
America
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El Salvador
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Northern
Europe
9.2%

India 8.8%

Italy 5.9%

Columbia 7.4%

Other Central
America
6.3%

Southeast Asia
7.2%
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Caribbean 7.8%
China
6.5%

Oyster Bay

Babylon
South America
11.3%

Other
39.6%

South America
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Other
34.3%

Italy
9.9%

Italy
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Eastern
Europe
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24.2%
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Other
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Other
47.1%
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Dominican
Republic
7.9%

Other
Colombia Caribbean 7.4%
6.2%

Riverhead

Shelter Island
Poland
13.6%

Poland
22.2%

Other
32.3%

Other
32.5%

Middle East
13.0%
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8.0 %
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Asia 7.4%
China 7.1%
Germany
6.9%

Southold
Poland
14.3%
Guatemala
11.8%

Other
31.5%

Colombia
5.0%
El Salvador
6.3%
Germany
6.4%

Other
Eastern
Europe
8.9%
South America
8.8%
United Kingdom
7.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000
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Eastern
Europe 9.1%
Colombia
6.6%

Germany
7.3%

At the more disaggregated community level, Table 3

one of the ten communities on the Suffolk list. Many of

reveals that a significant fraction of Long Island immigrants

these communities also exhibit relatively high concentra-

in both counties resides in a relatively small number of the

tions of immigrants as a share of total residents. Indeed,

region’s villages and unincorporated communities. Immi-

with a 45.3% share of the population, New Cassel in

grants living in the three Nassau communities where they

North Hempstead was, as of 2000, not far from being a

are most represented (Hempstead, Freeport, and Elmont)

majority immigrant community. Most other communities

account for 18.4% of all Nassau County immigrants, while

with populations at least 30% immigrant are also found

the top ten immigrant communities account for 37.0% of

in Nassau County (Hempstead, Elmont, Uniondale, and

the total. The respective numbers in Suffolk are even higher:

North Valley Stream), the exception being Brentwood,

20.4% of Suffolk County immigrants live in Brentwood,

the Long Island community with the greatest number

Central Islip, or Huntington Station, and 38.1% live in

of Hispanics.9

Table 3. Principal Immigrant Communities on Long Island, 2000
	Nassau County Township	Place	Number of Immigrants	Immigrant % of total population
	Hempstead	Hempstead Village

18,769

33.2

	Hempstead	Freeport Village

13,089

29.9

	Hempstead	Elmont CDP

12,039

36.9

	Hempstead	Uniondale CDP

7,836

34.1

	Oyster Bay	Hicksville CDP

7,410

18.0

	Hempstead	Valley Stream Village

7,129

19.6

	North Hempstead	New Cassel CDP

6,026

45.3

	Hempstead	East Meadow CDP

5,423

14.5

	Hempstead	North Valley Stream CDP

5,408

34.3

	Hempstead	Mineola Village

5,125

27.1

	Sulfolk County Township	Place	Number of Immigrants	Immigrant % of total population
	Islip	Brentwood CDP

18,721

34.7

	Islip	Central Islip CDP

7,325

23.0

	Huntington	Huntington Station CDP

6,254

20.9

	Babylon	Copiague CDP

4,754

21.7

	Babylon	West Babylon CDP

4,688

10.8

	Islip	North Bay Shore CDP

4,405

29.3

	Huntington	Dix Hills CDP

3,717

14.2

	Brookhaven	Coram CDP

3,695

10.6

	Huntington/Smithtown	Commack CDP

3,416

9.4

	Islip	Bay Shore CDP

3,376

14.2

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000. Note: “CDP” refers to “census designated place,” defined by the Census Bureau as “a densely
settled concentration of population that is not within an incorporated place but is locally identified by a name.”
9. Only communities with a sizable immigrant population are considered here. There are likely to be a number of much smaller communities that have
a high percentage of immigrants.
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Table 4 shows a remarkable disparity in settlement habits

Dominicans (though Copiague also, to a lesser extent),

among different groups. It appears that in cases of countries

Salvadorans, Guatemalans, and Peruvians. Iran is the one

from which the largest community of migrants is at least

non-Latin American country with migrants to Long Island

twice the size (in terms of residents) of the second-largest

concentrating in particular areas, in their case in Great

community, the country is, almost without exception, Latin

Neck and Kings Point. Haitian and Jamaican immigrants

American. In Nassau County, for example, Dominicans

also tend to concentrate a bit more than migrants from

overwhelmingly prefer Freeport, while Salvadorans and

most other countries. But for the most part, Latin Americans

Hondurans choose Hempstead.10 Peruvians, a smaller group

are the exception to the observed pattern within Long

overall, opt for Glen Cove City. In Suffolk, Brentwood

Island’s immigrant population to spread out fairly evenly

appears to be the community of choice for Colombians,

across a variety of distinct communities.

Table 4: Principal Immigrant Communities by Country of Origin, 2000
Nassau County
	China		Colombia		Dominican Republic
	Valley Stream

477	Freeport

654	Freeport

	Hicksville CDP	

437	Hempstead

522	Hempstead

751

	Syosset CDP	

429	Long Beach City

403

590

Rockville Centre

3,135

	North New Hyde Park CDP	350	Mineola

376	Baldwin CDP	

487

	East Meadow CDP	

311	Glen Cove City

350	Uniondale CDP	

373

293	Hicksville CDP	

287	Valley Stream

320

	North Hills

283	Valley Stream

258	North Amityville CDP	

307

	Garden City Park CDP	

222	Oceanside CDP	

211	Oceanside CDP	

273

Woodbury CDP	

217	Elmont CDP	

204	Glen Cove City

215

Roslyn Heights CDP	

181	East Meadow CDP	

196	Elmont CDP	

191

Jericho CDP	

	El Salvador		Germany		Greece
	Hempstead

6,947	Franklin Square CDP	

252	Hicksville CDP	

316

	Freeport

3,145	East Meadow CDP	

228	Valley Stream

222

	New Cassel CDP	

2,066	Levittown CDP	

199	Franklin Square CDP	

211

	Uniondale CDP	

1,788	Hicksville CDP	

191	Levittown CDP	

190

	Glen Cove City

1,226	Long Beach City

188	Garden City

188

1,045	Glen Cove City

187	East Meadow CDP	

165

147	Bethpage CDP	

140

684	Mineola

141	North Bellmore CDP	

129

	Inwood CDP	

659	Bethpage CDP	

135	Merrick CDP	

128

	Mineola

632	Syosset CDP	

129	Bellmore CDP	

97

Roosevelt CDP	
	Hicksville CDP	
Westbury

739

West Hempstead CDP	

10. The numbers presented here offer no indication of the extent to which migrants actually “choose” their communities of residence. The data do
not tell us whether Dominicans, for example, concentrate in Freeport merely to be near other Dominicans or whether family members had already
settled there—or the extent to which income differential or segregation in general promote some of the patterns we observe.
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Table 4: Principal Immigrant Communities by Country of Origin, 2000 cont.
Nassau County
	Guyana		Haiti		Honduras
	Elmont CDP	

627	Elmont CDP	

2,475	Hempstead

	Hempstead

554	Uniondale CDP	

1,346	Freeport

	North Valley Stream CDP	 304	North Valley Stream CDP	 1,225

Westbury

1,878
489
238

	Uniondale CDP	

258	New Cassel CDP	

1,198	Long Beach City

205

	Valley Stream

244	Hempstead

1,183	New Cassel CDP	

144

	Long Beach City

241	Baldwin CDP	

740	Farmingdale

127

	Freeport

230

447

125

	North Amityville CDP	

230	Valley Stream

419	Uniondale CDP	

120

	Baldwin CDP	

172	Freeport

384	Hicksville CDP	

78

376	Baldwin CDP	

77

Roosevelt CDP	

	South Valley Stream CDP	 156	East Massapequa CDP	

Roosevelt CDP	

	India		Iran		Ireland
	Hicksville CDP	

1,099	Great Neck

1,509	Long Beach City

256

	Elmont CDP	

1,046	Kings Point

945	Levittown CDP	

218

	North New Hyde Park CDP	 727	Great Neck Plaza

426	Malverne

212

	East Meadow CDP	

674

266	North New Hyde Park CDP	211

	Garden City Park CDP	

651	Flower Hill

211	Hicksville CDP	

164

	Syosset CDP	

444	Glen Cove City

184	Floral Park

148

	New Hyde Park

441	Mineola

184	Valley Stream

131

	Searingtown CDP	

421	Searingtown CDP	

169	Mineola

125

162	New Hyde Park

110

Roslyn Heights CDP	

	North Valley Stream CDP	 353	Great Neck Estates
	Levittown CDP	

304	North New Hyde Park CDP	 140	Baldwin CDP	

	Italy		

105

Jamaica		Peru

	Franklin Square CDP	

1,655	Hempstead

2,157	Glen Cove City

857

	Glen Cove City

1,331	Uniondale CDP	

1,886	Elmont CDP	

343

1,375	Long Beach City

325

	Elmont CDP	

789	Elmont CDP	

	Valley Stream

646	North Valley Stream CDP	 1,061	Hempstead

258

	East Meadow CDP	

622	Freeport

221

Westbury

615

1,006	Hicksville CDP	

Roosevelt CDP	

935	Lynbrook

165

	Hicksville CDP	

533	North Amityville CDP	

848	Freeport

123

	Oceanside CDP	

512	Baldwin CDP	

706	Cedarhurst

122

	Inwood CDP	

446

459	East Meadow CDP	

114

	Lynbrook

405	New Cassel CDP	

396

112

Westbury
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Westbury

Table 4: Principal Immigrant Communities by Country of Origin, 2000 cont.
Nassau County
	Philippines		Poland		South Korea
	Elmont CDP	

494	Glen Cove City

307

Jericho CDP	

519

	Valley Stream

463	East Meadow CDP	

272	Syosset CDP	

408

	Hicksville CDP	

399	Long Beach City

239	Glen Cove City

305

	Long Beach City

322	Hempstead

199	Hicksville CDP	

295

	East Meadow CDP	

272

181	Valley Stream

292

	Levittown CDP	

251	Floral Park

154	Manhasset Hills CDP	

231

	Franklin Square CDP	

217	Hicksville CDP	

153	Lake Success

202

	Salisbury CDP	

181	Valley Stream

119	Mineola

190

	Bethpage CDP	

137	Oceanside CDP	

118	Salisbury CDP	

190

114	Manorhaven

177

Woodmere CDP	

	North Valley Stream CDP	 132	Great Neck Plaza
	Trinidad and Tobago		United Kingdom
	Hempstead

572	Long Beach City

204

	Elmont CDP	

410	Hicksville CDP	

181

276	Valley Stream

158

	Freeport

269

150

	Uniondale CDP	

257	Levittown CDP	

146

	North Amityville CDP	

218	East Meadow CDP	

140

	Valley Stream

209	Baldwin CDP	

123

	Lakeview CDP	

166	Hempstead

119

Roosevelt CDP	

Rockville Centre

	North Valley Stream CDP	 138	Uniondale CDP	

118

	New Cassel CDP	

114

118	Freeport
Suffolk County

	China		Colombia		Dominican Republic
	Setauket-East Setauket CDP	 587	Brentwood CDP	

1,694	Brentwood CDP	

2,072
1,076

	Coram CDP	

294	Montauk CDP	

348	Copiague CDP	

	Dix Hills CDP	

291	Central Islip CDP	

331	Central Islip CDP	

	Commack CDP	

277	East Hampton North CDP	 285	North Bay Shore CDP	

	Stony Brook CDP	

254	Hampton Bays CDP	

277	Port Jefferson Station CDP	239

	Copiague CDP	

178	Bay Shore CDP	

227	Coram CDP	

217

	Centereach CDP	

166	Copiague CDP	

219	Terryville CDP	

213

	Huntington Station CDP	

160	Coram CDP	

205	Lindenhurst

199

	Elwood CDP	

140	Huntington Station CDP	

204

198

	Huntington CDP	

139	Centereach CDP	

182	Huntington Station CDP	 191
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West Babylon CDP	

548
531

Table 4: Principal Immigrant Communities by Country of Origin, 2000 cont.
Suffolk County
	Ecuador		El Salvador		Germany
	Patchogue

912	Brentwood CDP	

	Brentwood CDP	

682	Huntington Station CDP	 2,169	Commack CDP	

206

	Central Islip CDP	

525	Central Islip CDP	

1,932	Smithtown CDP	

171

	Bay Shore CDP	

416	North Bay Shore CDP	

1,593

147

	Montauk CDP	

299	Copiague CDP	

634	Kings Park CDP	

134

	Springs CDP	

267	Bay Shore CDP	

439	Lindenhurst

131

	East Patchogue CDP	

265

379	Dix Hills CDP	

130

	North Bay Shore CDP	

207	Patchogue

318

116

	Copiague CDP	

157	Lindenhurst

314	Stony Brook CDP	

116

149	East Farmingdale CDP	

299	Copiague CDP	

114

West Babylon CDP	

Wyandanch CDP	

6,960

West Babylon CDP	

West Hempstead CDP	

Ridge CDP	

256

	Greece		Guatemala		Haiti
	Commack CDP	

192	Brentwood CDP	

767	Brentwood CDP	

1,009

	Terryville CDP	

127	North Bay Shore CDP	

265

Wyandanch CDP	

455

	Dix Hills CDP	

106	Hampton Bays CDP	

222	Central Islip CDP	

373

West Babylon CDP	

99	Huntington Station CDP	

162	Huntington Station CDP	 350

West Hempstead CDP	

83

108	Greenlawn CDP	

200

100

Wheatley Heights CDP	

196

West Babylon CDP	

194

Riverhead CDP	

	Setauket-East Setauket CDP	 82	Medford CDP	
Ronkonkoma CDP	

81	Central Islip CDP	

94

	Port Jefferson Station CDP	 65	East Quogue CDP	

89	North Bay Shore CDP	

159

	East Patchogue CDP	

60	Calverton CDP	

83	Dix Hills CDP	

155

	Farmingville CDP	

60	Copiague CDP	

69

128

West Hempstead CDP	

	India		Ireland		Italy
	Dix Hills CDP	

487	Lindenhurst

120

	Central Islip CDP	

323	Smithtown CDP	

110	Deer Park CDP	

530

254

102	Shirley CDP	

500

West Hempstead CDP	

West Babylon CDP	

West Babylon CDP	

895

	Coram CDP	

220	Sound Beach CDP	

85	Dix Hills CDP	

470

	Melville CDP	

219	Kings Park CDP	

82	Commack CDP	

390

	Commack CDP	

213	Islip CDP	

79

327

	Brentwood CDP	

204

77	Copiague CDP	

279

	Muttontown

194	East Islip CDP	

75	Lindenhurst

271

	Deer Park CDP	

187	Hauppauge CDP	

62	Smithtown CDP	

270

60	Tuckahoe

270

West Islip CDP	

	Setauket-East Setauket CDP	 181	Montauk CDP	
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West Hempstead CDP	

Table 4: Principal Immigrant Communities by Country of Origin, 2000 cont.
Suffolk County
Jamaica		Mexico		Pakistan
	Central Islip CDP	

633	Brentwood CDP	

334	Brentwood CDP	

260

	Brentwood CDP	

390	Huntington Station CDP	

264

162

	Coram CDP	

288	Flanders CDP	

208	Lake Grove

154

266	Southampton

188	Dix Hills CDP	

131

	Deer Park CDP	

263	North Sea CDP	

127	Huntington Station CDP	 124

	Huntington Station CDP	

235	Copiague CDP	

105	Coram CDP	

Wheatley Heights CDP	

189	Farmingville CDP	

102	Bay Shore CDP	

95

Wyandanch CDP	

177

100

91

West Babylon CDP	

	Bay Shore CDP	
West Hempstead CDP	

Riverhead CDP	

Rocky Point CDP	

West Babylon CDP	

116

150	Coram CDP	

95	Bohemia CDP	

89

145	Springs CDP	

78	Deer Park CDP	

89

	Peru		Philippines		Poland
	Brentwood CDP	

614	Dix Hills CDP	

207	Lindenhurst

836

	Central Islip CDP	

217	Deer Park CDP	

173	Copiague CDP	

647

	Island Park

200	Setauket-East Setauket CDP	 173

West Babylon CDP	

Riverhead CDP	

481

161	Central Islip CDP	

162	North Lindenhurst CDP	 355

	Bay Shore CDP	

139	Brentwood CDP	

154

	Islip CDP	

112	Coram CDP	

144	Centereach CDP	

128

	North Bay Shore CDP	

103	Holbrook CDP	

138	Commack CDP	

108

West Hempstead CDP	

62

	North Bellport CDP	

58	Commack CDP	

106	East Patchogue CDP	

92

	Selden CDP	

58

102	Islip CDP	

83

	South Korea		United Kingdom
	Commack CDP	

209	Huntington CDP	

173

	Elwood CDP	

125

161

West Babylon CDP	

	Setauket-East Setauket CDP	119	Commack CDP	

138

West Hempstead CDP	

118	Hauppauge CDP	

118

	Huntington Station CDP	

117	Deer Park CDP	

106

	Dix Hills CDP	

111	Greenlawn CDP	

106

	Hauppauge CDP	

98	Dix Hills CDP	

102

	East Northport CDP	

95	Brentwood CDP	

98

	Smithtown CDP	

89	Centereach CDP	

98

	Islip CDP	

88	Lake Ronkonkoma CDP	

87

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000
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West Hempstead CDP	

293

	Dix Hills CDP	

West Babylon CDP	

122

West Babylon CDP	

93

We can compare the immigrant community numbers

minority and immigrant neighborhoods. There appears,

shown in Table 4 to the map on Figure 8 showing the

however, to be less of such overlap in Suffolk County.

population concentration of minority groups (non-

We find consistency between the Suffolk map and Table 3,

whites, according to the Census classification) in different

which reveal Islip and Babylon as the two Suffolk towns

regions.11 First, note the greater number of communities

with the greatest concentration of both minorities and

with high concentrations (85-99%) of non-white groups

immigrants. But while, according to Figure 7, immigrants

in Nassau County, many found in Hempstead Town. The

in Islip are disproportionately from non-European

observation is consistent with Figure 7, which reveals

countries, this is not as clearly the case for Babylon.

that almost all major immigrant groups in Hempstead

Moreover, we do find a relatively high percentage of

(Italians being the exception) are from countries in which

non-European immigrants in the Hamptons, especially

most people are likely to be classified as non-white.

East Hampton. What these observations imply is that

Recalling Table 3, which shows that eight of the top ten

there are more minority communities in Suffolk with

immigrant communities in Nassau are in Hempstead,

relatively few immigrants, as well as more immigrant

the observation suggests substantial overlap between

communities with relatively few non-whites.

Figure 8: Population Distribution on Long Island, by Community, 2000
Pct Non-White Population
74 82 88 92 97
Pct White Population
27 47 67 87 99

Pct Non-White Population
22 45 65 85 99
Pct White Population
79 85 90 95 99

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000. Map by North Shore-LIJ Health System Office of Strategic
Planning and Program Development.

11. Even though many Hispanics list themselves as white, many do not. For purposes of this study, Hispanics are treated as a minority, or “non-white”
group, and “whites” means non-Hispanic whites, which is a separate Census classification.
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Demographic And Socioeconomic Profile
Of Immigrant Long Islanders

Figure 9 compares the immigrant and U.S.-born population distributions by age group in 2006. Close to half
of Long Island immigrants (46.3%) fall into the “prime

Age and Sex Distribution
Nassau’s immigrant population is relatively more female
than the total population, while the opposite is true in
Suffolk (Table 5). Somewhat surprisingly, the immigrant

working age” category of 18 to 44 years compared to less
than a third of U.S.-born Long Islanders, and there are
also relatively more immigrants in the 45-64 group than

population in both counties is significantly older on

non-immigrants. The dearth of immigrants in the two

average than the general population. Immigrant-to-total

youngest (non-working age) groups in large part explains

population median age differences range from 6.2 years

why the immigrant median ages are relatively high. The

for Nassau County men to 2.6 years for Suffolk County

observations imply that because of their age profile, im-

men. Table 6 also shows that, when grouped accord-

migrants on Long Island are likely to be an economically

ing to birthplace, the foreign born on Long Island are

productive force, relatively speaking. It is consistent with

significantly older on average than those born in New

a recent study by the Fiscal Policy Institute, which finds

York State, but on average younger than the other two

that the immigrant share of all wage and salary income in

relatively small groups of Long Islanders—those born in

the “downstate suburbs” of New York State York State (of

some other U.S. state and native U.S. citizens born out-

which Nassau and Suffolk comprise about two-thirds of the

side the U.S. (mostly though not always Puerto Ricans,

population) is slightly higher than the immigrant share of

as noted earlier).

the population.12

Table 5. Age and Sex: Immigrants and All Long Islanders, 2006
Nassau County
		Sex (%)
Immigrants Total Population		Sex (%)

Suffolk County
Immigrants

Total Population

Male

47.2

48.5	Male

51.0

49.3

	Female

52.8

51.5	Female

49.0

50.7

	Median Age (years)				
	Male

45.4

39.2	Male

39.7

37.1

	Female

45.9

42.3	Female

43.6

39.4

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2004

Table 6. Comparison of Median Age of Long Islanders by Place of Birth, 2006
Place of Birth

Nassau County

Suffolk County

New York State

37.2

36.1

Other U.S. State

49.5

48.3

Born outside U.S., Citizen by Birth

55.6

51.6

Foreign Born

45.7

41.2

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

12. Fiscal Policy Institute, op. cit. They also find a similar outcome for New York State in its entirety.
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Figure 9. Age Distribution of the Immigrant and
U.S.-Born Long Island Populations, 2006

the American Community Survey, 33.3% of Spanishspeaking immigrants reported speaking English very

Percentage of Population

50%

well, and another 25.2% reported speaking it well.
The respective numbers for the “other Indo-European,”

Foreign Born
US Born

40%

“Asian or Pacific Island,” and “other” categories are even
higher. Fifty-eight percent of non-Spanish Europeans
speak English very well, as do 47.3% of Asian or Pacific

30%

Islanders and 76.2% of immigrants from other backgrounds.
The respective numbers for the category of speaking
“well” are 26.2%, 27.5%, and 19.7%. In aggregate,

20%

nearly 60% of all immigrants reported speaking English
“very well,” and only about 21% of reported speaking

10%

English either “not well” or “not at all,” (comparing
favorably to 27% of immigrants living in New York City).

0
Under
5–17
5 Years Years
		

18–44
Years

45–64
Years

Figure 10. Marital Status of the Immigrant and Total
Populations on Long Island, 2006

65 Years
& Older

Age

Immigrants

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

Separated
2.8%

While there are also comparatively more immigrants in
the oldest age group, many of whom are retired from the

Widowed
6.3%

Divorced 5.8%

work force, the difference here may be small enough to

Single
21.5%

be considered insignificant.
Marital Status
Age probably also helps explain the difference between
immigrants and non-immigrants in tendency to be married (Figure 10). The difference of almost ten percentage

Married
63.6%

points (63.6% compared to 54.4%) no doubt is related
to the age profile differences. Simply put, everything

Total Population

else equal, older people are more likely to be married than
younger people. Another factor may be cultural, however.

Separated
1.9%

It is likely that attitudes favoring early marriage may be
more prevalent among the foreign born, since the U.S.

Divorced 7.0%

as a whole tends to hold less traditional social and family

Widowed
7.0%
Single
29.7%

values than many other countries.
English Language Proficiency
Figure 11 shows that the majority of the Long Island
immigrant population is relatively proficient in English.
Married
54.4%

Immigrants from all major language groups more
frequently rated themselves as speaking English very well
compared to other categories of proficiency. According to

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006
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Figure 11. English Proficiency of Immigrant
Long Islanders, 2006

Figure 12. Educational Attainment: Immigrants
and All Long Islanders, 2006
35%

80%

Spanish
Other Indo-European
Asian or Pacific Island
Other Language
Total Foreign Born

Percentage

60%

30%
Percentage of Population

70%

50%
40%
30%

Foreign Born
Total Population

25%
20%
15%
10%

20%
5%

10%

0

0
Very Well

Well
Not Well
English Spoken

Less Then High
Some Bachelor’s Graduate
High
School College Degree
Degree
School Graduate
Graduate
Highest Education Completed

Not At All

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

This is important because, according to the Fiscal Policy

immigrants who complete their educations with high

Institute, New York City immigrants who speak better

school graduation are roughly similar. The only category

English on average earn higher incomes and therefore

in which there really is a notable difference is in “less than

contribute more to the local economy.

high school graduate.” It includes those having dropped out

13

of high school as well as those having never attended, the
Education

latter case probably far more common among immigrants

While immigrants on average obtain fewer years of school-

than non-immigrants. Nevertheless, immigrants on Long

ing than Long Islanders overall, the difference is not great,

Island are more than twice as likely as the general population

particularly in higher education (Figure 12). More than

to have never finished high school (21.9% compared to

13% of immigrant Long Islanders age 25 or over have a

10.4%). When compared to similar numbers for New York

graduate degree (compared with 15.6% for the total popu-

City immigrants, the figures above reveal a slightly higher

lation), and 32.3% of them have at least a bachelor’s degree,

average level of education and compare especially favorably

only three percentage points less than all Long Islanders.

in the “bachelor’s” and “graduate degree”categories.14

A substantially lower percentage in the “some college”
category might be interpreted as a stronger tendency among
college-attending immigrants to finish college compared
to non-immigrants. The shares of immigrants and non-

13. Fiscal Policy Institute. 2007. Op cit., p. 44.
14. Fiscal Policy Institute. 2007. Op cit., p. 40.
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Table 7. Income and Poverty Statistics for Immigrant and Non-Immigrant
Long Islanders 15 Years or Older, 2006
Suffolk County
Share of All Housholds (%)

Nassau County
Share of All Housholds (%)
	Individual Income ($)

Immigrants Total Population

	Individual Income ($)

Immigrants Total Population

0 to 14,999

36.7

35.8

0 to 14,999

36.3

35.8

15,000 to 34,999

24.0

20.6

15,000 to 34,999

30.0

23.0

35,000 to 74,999

24.4

24.8

35,000 to 74,999

24.2

26.6

75,000 and Higher

14.9

18.8

75,000 and Higher

9.6

14.6

	Median Income ($)
		
	Poverty Rate (%)
		

Immigrants Total Population	Median Income ($)
31,229

35,137		

Immigrants Total Population	Poverty Rate (%)
7.3

5.2		

Immigrants Total Population
27,377

31,924

Immigrants Total Population
9.0

6.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

Income

overlap between them and minorities, especially Asians and

Table 7 shows that income differences between Long Island’s

Hispanics, as noted earlier. One notable difference is that

immigrants and non-immigrants are relatively minor. In

there tends to be more income-based segregation among

Nassau County, three-fifths of immigrants 15 years or older

whites than other groups. In other words, while neighbor-

had an income in 2006 of $35,000 or less compared to

hoods in which whites tend to be rich are mostly found near

56.4% of the total population. Nearly 15% of immigrants

other similar neighborhoods (and the same is true where

had an income of at least $75,000, compared to 18.8% of

whites tend to be poor), we see much more of a mosaic of

the total population. At $31,229, the immigrant median

shades of green on the other maps, signifying that for each

income is less than four thousand dollars below the median

of the minority groups it is much more common for the

for the total population. The difference between the groups

rich to be living near if not next to the poor in the same

is somewhat larger in Suffolk County, where 66.3% of

group. Unlike much of the rest of Nassau, Central Hemp-

immigrants over 15 earned less than $35,000, compared to

stead appears relatively poor, and it is also where we find

58.8% of all Long Islanders. Also, fewer than ten percent

some of the major immigrant communities, as noted earlier.

of immigrants had incomes above $75,000, and median

We should also recall, however, that with the exception

income was considerably lower than in Nassau, at $27,377.

of Hispanics, immigrants tend to spread out fairly evenly

Poverty appears to be more common in Suffolk County than

across Long Island, and consequently most of the immi-

in Nassau, both for immigrants and non-immigrants. But

grant strongholds on Long Island have a large concentra-

immigrants are more likely to be poor in each county, by

tion of Hispanics. As seen in Table 8, Hispanics are poorer

about two percentage points.

than the average Long Islander (although not as poor as the
average black Long Islander), so it is reasonable that villages

Figure 13 presents a series of maps that show the per capita

such as Hempstead and Freeport would be poorer than the

income in the different villages and census-designated

average. The same appears true for Suffolk County immi-

places (CDPs) on Long Island, separated according to racial

grant centers such as Brentwood and Central Islip that, like

or ethnic group. While similar data are not available for

the principal immigrant centers in Hempstead Town, also

immigrants as a separate group, there is some geographic

attract a disproportionate share of black immigrant groups.
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Figure 13. Per Capita Income on Long Island, by Racial or Ethnic Group, 2000

White

Income in the
Thousands
27 27 32 41 102

Asian

Income in the
Thousands
22 22 31 51 172

Black

Income in the
Thousands
19 19 27 48 195
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Figure 13. Per Capita Income on Long Island, by Racial or Ethnic Group, 2000 cont

Hispanic

Income in the
Thousands
16 16 21 27 79

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2000. Map by North Shore-LIJ Health System Office of Strategic Planning and Program Development.

Table 8. Income and Poverty Statistics by Race or Ethnic Group, 2006
Nassau County
Median
Per
Household Capita
Income
Income
($)
($)

Suffolk County
Median
Per
Household Capita
Income
Income
($)
($)

Poverty
Rate
(%)

Poverty
Rate
(%)

	White, not Hispanic

89,991

42,683

3.6	White, not Hispanic 80,586

35,897

4.6

	Black

70,171

25,977

10.9	Black

65,009

21,470

17.3

	Hispanic

70,129

22,327

9.8	Hispanic

62,876

19,390

10.5

	Asian

101,645

38,052

4.5	Asian

83,017

30,428

9.4

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2006

The Economic Impact Of Long Island’s
Immigrant Population

spending on the regional economy and the net balance of
the immigrant population’s contributions and costs on
local government budgets are assessed.

We now turn to the economic impact of immigrants on
Nassau and Suffolk Counties, for which a methodology is
used that is similar to that in earlier studies on the eco-

This section of the report will present, first, the calcula-

nomic impact of Hispanic populations—one by Kasarda

tion of the gains to Long Island output, income, employ-

and Johnson (2006) on the state of North Carolina and

ment, and public revenues attributable to immigrant

one by Torras and Skinner (2007) on Long Island. As in

Long Islanders’ consumer spending, which is valued at

those reports, both the impact of immigrant consumer

over $7.5 billion in 2006. Next, we will look at which

15

15. Kasarda, John D. and James H. Johnson, Jr. 2006. The Economic Impact of the Immigrant Population on the State of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC:
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. Torras, Mariano, and Curtis Skinner. 2007. The Economic Impact of the Hispanic Population on
Long Island, New York. Port Washington, NY: The Horace Hagedorn Foundation.
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industries are most affected by the presence of immigrant

indirect, and induced effects on the Long Island economy

workers and consumers on Long Island. The report concludes

resulting from immigrant consumer spending. The indirect

with the local government budget analysis, which requires

and induced effects occur as this spending raises output

a comparison of the principal tax revenues that Long Island

and incomes in a broad range of industries linked to the

immigrants contribute directly to local governments

industries that directly supply immigrant consumers.

(county, city/town, village, and school district) and the cost
of the major local services that this population receives.

Following Kasarda and Johnson (2006) and Torras and
Skinner (2007), buying power data are used as the primary

An input-output model known as IMPLAN is used

input in the economic impact analysis. In estimating it,

for most of the analysis. It is based on purchasing and

my starting point is total income earned by all immi-

consumption patterns, as well as on local production

grants on Long Island. While the American Community

and commerce in goods and services across industries.

Survey does not separately measure household income

Most of the data are obtained from the U.S. Bureau of

for the foreign born, reasonable approximations of these

Economic Analysis and the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

numbers for different immigrant groups were obtained

IMPLAN follows consumer spending through over 500

from other statistical data available from the Census.17

sectors of Long Island’s economy in order to estimate any

Other adjustments were necessary to produce a reliable

of a variety of impacts that would result from a certain

estimate of immigrant consumption (see Table 9). Here

hypothetical change—e.g., in earnings or employment

the adjustment amounts are summarized; the next section

for a particular sector or sectors—to the Long Island

explains in greater detail the methodology used to arrive

economy. The IMPLAN model calculates the direct,

at the numbers.

16

Table 9. Description of the Immigrant Spending Estimate for 2006
		Household Income		
	Minus:	Income & Payroll Taxes
		

$2,265,427,017

Savings

$57,499,917

		Remittances

$434,111,892

	Equals:	Disposable Income		
	Minus:

$11,499,983,448

Property Taxes

$8,742,944,622

$1,188,048,606

	Equals:	Buying Power		

$7,554,896,016

(IMPLAN input)		
	Minus:	Consumption Leakages

$344,999,503

		Industrial Leakages

$2,052,010,297

	Equals:	Impact Spending		

$5,157,886,216

16. Among the many impacts generated by IMPLAN are the number of jobs, labor income, and tax revenue gained or lost. See Lindall, Scott A. and
Douglas C. Olson. No date. The IMPLAN Input-Output System. Stillwater, MN: MIG, Inc. Accessed at http://www.implan.com.
17. The household income numbers at the Census level of county subdivision for each racial and ethnic group were combined with figures indicating
the percentage of foreign-born individuals in each of these groups for each subdivision. The results were then adjusted for differences between the
incomes of the average Long Islander and the average Long Island immigrant. Totaling the numbers produces estimates of total household income
for foreign- born non-Hispanic whites, foreign-born blacks, foreign-born Hispanics, and foreign-born Asians.
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We must first account for the fact that a portion of house-

shares of their income back to extended family in their home

hold income is diverted to the Federal or State governments

countries. I estimate the sum for Long Island immigrants to

in the form of income or payroll taxes. I estimate the total

be about $434 million. Fourth, I classified the substantial

amount to be just under $2.3 billion for all Long Island

property taxes paid on Long Island (close to $1.2 billion)

immigrants. Second, while it is well recognized that today

as separate from other consumption expenditures, so

the average American, immigrant or not, saves a negligibly

that buying power is what remains of disposable income

small share of his or her income, it is appropriate to account

after accounting for these taxes. The total buying power

for savings, however small the sum. By my estimate, Long

estimate for Long Island immigrants in 2006 is $7.55

Island immigrants saved a bit more than $57 million in

billion, and this amount is the principal input into the

2006. Third, immigrants—particularly those who are recent

IMPLAN system. The figure translates to an impact per

immigrants—are known to send sometimes substantial

immigrant of just over $16,000.

Table 10. Economic Impact of Immigrant Spending on Long Island, 2006
(Dollar amounts are in thousands of dollars)
		
White,
Long Island
Non-Hispanic
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Total Economic
Impact

Other

Total

$4,432,922

$1,159,289

$2,409,919

$2,526,087

$90,742

$10,618,959

Jobs Created

34,252

8,941

18,566

19,529

701

81,989

Value Added

$2,846,787

$744,632

$1,544,390

$1,623,925

$58,495

$6,818,229

Labor Income

$1,645,505

$430,622

$895,983

$937,208

$33,656

$3,942,975

$207,866

$54,296

$113,150

$118,329

$4,235

$497,876

Federal Tax spin-off $472,235

$123,404

$257,041

$268,865

$9,632

$1,131,178

State Tax spin-off

	Nassau County						
Total Economic
Impact

$2,749,634

$779,937

$1,261,288

$1,731,130

$81,097

$6,603,086

Jobs Created

21,274

6,023

9,736

13,400

627

51,060

Value Added

$1,775,435

$503,358

$813,945

$1,117,969

$52,358

$4,263,065

Labor Income

$1,019,163

$289,334

$467,990

$641,429

$30,065

$2,447,980

$128,100

$36,327

$58,747

$80,659

$3,778

$307,612

Federal Tax spin-off $291,457

$82,668

$133,688

$183,493

$8,596

$699,902

State Tax spin-off

Suffolk County						
Total Economic
Impact

$1,683,288

$379,352

$1,148,632

$794,957

$9,645

$4,015,873

Jobs Created

12,978

2,918

8,830

6,129

74

30,930

Value Added

$1,071,352

$241,274

$730,445

$505,956

$6,137

$2,555,164

$626,342

$141,288

$427,993

$295,780

$3,591

$1,494,995

$79,766

$17,969

$54,404

$37,670

$457

$190,265

Federal Tax spin-off $180,778

$40,736

$123,353

$85,372

$1,036

$431,276

Labor Income
State Tax spin-off
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Yet IMPLAN appropriately accounts for the fact that a not

to all productive factors, including labor) in 2006.19 At

insignificant share of Long Island immigrant spending

$3.94 billion, labor income accounts for 57.8% of the latter

“leaks out”—i.e., takes place outside—of Nassau and Suffolk

figure. Additionally, the spending produced an estimated

Counties. Most of the money is leaked out through indus-

$497.9 million in state taxes and $1.13 billion in federal

trial channels—that is, local companies purchase factors

taxes. These numbers, in other words, represent state and

or inputs from outside the region even if the finished goods

federal tax revenues, paid by all Long Islanders, on incomes

and services are consumed on Long Island. The total leakage

earned as a result of immigrant spending on Long Island. Note

estimated by IMPLAN comes to almost $2.4 billion, of which

that these are spin-off effects and do not include any of the

an estimated $345 million (less than 15% of the total) are the

state or federal taxes actually paid by the immigrants.

18

result of consumer spending outside Long Island. After subtracting all leakages, we arrive at “impact spending,” which

Looking at the industry level employment effects, we

represents the spending that actually remained on Long Island

notice only minor differences between Nassau and Suffolk

in 2006. The total is $5.16 billion, of which $3.29 billion

Counties in the top ten industries (Table 11). Services

came from Nassau, and $1.87 billion took place in Suffolk.

relating to health (13,932 jobs created in both counties),
food (9,326), and education (8,028) are by far the most

IMPLAN calculates the direct, indirect, and induced effects

impacted by immigrant spending on Long Island. The

of the “impact spending,” and tells us what the overall impact

retail sector also is affected to a significant degree, with

of this spending was on Long Island. Through this method we

over 5,000 new jobs created. Immigrant spending contributed

arrive at a total economic impact in 2006 of $10.62 billion.

to significantly more jobs in Nassau than in Suffolk in all

Of the total, there was an estimated $6.60 billion impact in

sectors on the list, undoubtedly a direct result of the greater

Nassau and an impact of $4.02 billion in Suffolk (Table 10).

immigrant presence in Nassau. Although not among the
top ten in Nassau, and, therefore, not in Table 11, the 1,057

Immigrant consumer spending on Long Island created

jobs created in the industry relating to buildings surpass

81,989 jobs and $6.82 billion in value added (income paid

Suffolk’s total as well.

Table 11. Industries Experiencing the Greatest Employment Impact from Immigrant Spending
	Nassau County	Suffolk County
Number of jobs
Number of jobs
Hospitals, nursing, general health

8,808

Hospitals, nursing, general health

5,124

Food and food services

5,863

Food and food services

3,463

Education (including post-secondary)

5,042

Education (including post-secondary) 2,986

Retail

3,669

Retail

1,656

Social assistance

2,549

Social assistance

1,199

Wholesale trade

1,751

Wholesale trade

1,185

Motor vehicle repair and parts

1,547

Buildings and auxiliary services

1,044

Private households

1,400

Motor vehicle repair and parts

959

Sports, leisure, amusement

1,366

Sports, leisure, amusement

810

Real estate

1,262

Real estate

661

18. Unlike the case with the other adjustment items, the IMPLAN system is itself able to calculate the leakage amounts for any region in the U.S.,
given the primary input which is buying power. The total domestic leakage—that is, money leaving Long Island and spent anywhere in the U.S.—
comes out to almost $1.9 billion, and the foreign leakage (money leaked to other countries) is approximately $502 million. All leakages represent
consumer or producer purchases outside Long Island and are therefore entirely unrelated to remittance flows to other countries. The total of domestic
and foreign leakages includes my estimate of the consumption leakage.
19. Total economic impact includes both new value created and the value of the non-labor inputs used in production.
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All of the economic activity described above produces sub-

share of the sales tax. In order to arrive at county expenses,

stantial local tax revenue through both direct and indirect

the local cost of the immigrant population’s use of public

channels. We now turn to the specific discussion of the

elementary and secondary schools, health services (including

amount of these revenues, after which we compare these to

the local share of Medicaid spending) and corrections

the relevant costs.

(expenditures related to the Long Island inmate population)
were estimated. These are the principal tax-supported local

Local Taxes And Spending: The
Immigrant Contribution

expenditures that can be reasonably allocated to immigrants

Long Island local government is notoriously fragmented,

categories most often analyzed in similar budgetary impact

comprising 901 separate entities, according to a recent

studies, including the earlier-cited North Carolina study by

count, each with separate revenue and spending streams.20

Kasarda and Johnson.

on the basis of their share of consumption and are the cost

Such fragmentation complicates efforts to precisely quantify
the taxes and fees paid and the cost of services received by a

Principal local public revenue contributions

specific population, such as immigrants, that is dispersed

from immigrant

throughout the region. For example, the property tax—

Long Islanders

Property Tax

a principal source of local revenue—may be levied,

Figures from the New York State Comptroller’s office

at different rates, at the county, city, town, village, and

are employed to estimate the property tax revenues.22

school district level of government. Spending also varies

The immigrant property tax contribution to all levels of

enormously among local governments. For example, in

local government (county, city/town, village, and school

Nassau County total current spending for instruction per

district) come from figures for 2005 (the latest year

pupil in elementary and secondary public schools in 2005

available), which are inflated based on growth trends

ranged from $11,938 in the Elmont school district to

from the preceding five years to arrive at an estimate for

$24,063 in the Mineola district, both of which have high

2006. This number is then multiplied by the ratio of

immigrant student concentrations.21

household income for the foreign born in 2006 to house-

To make the analysis more manageable, our scope is limited
to the principal sources of local revenues and spending,

hold income for the entire Long Island population (15.1%
and 9.1% for Nassau and Suffolk counties, respectively).
By this method, immigrant households in Nassau and

following the practice of other researchers. Where, as is

Suffolk counties respectively contributed an estimated

often the case, a disaggregated analysis is not possible,

$788.1 million and $400.0 million in property tax pay-

figures are generalized from average values. On the revenue

ments in 2006. The sum is equivalent to about 12.4% of

side, we find the immigrant contribution to property taxes,

the total property tax revenue raised in 2006, according

local sales taxes, and a broad residual category of “other

to the New York State Comptroller.

local revenues,” primarily composed of the utility gross
receipts tax and miscellaneous user fees. Since the study

Sales tax

only considers local government budgets, it ignores the

The immigrant sales tax contribution to local revenues is

many additional revenues that immigrant Long Islanders

calculated by multiplying the estimate of regional immigrant

contribute to federal and state coffers, such as personal

household consumer spending by the share of spending

income and payroll taxes, business taxes, and the state

on taxable goods and services and again by the local

20. Long Island Index 2006. 2006. Garden City, NY: Long Island Index.
21. A report to the governor and the legislature on the educational status of the state’s public schools, New York State Department of Education, 2006,
District and County Data Tables. Albany, NY. Accessed at http://www.emsc.nysed.gov/irts/655report/2006/home.htm.
22. Office of the New York State Comptroller. 2006. Property Taxes in New York State.
Accessed at www.osc.state.ny.us/localgov/pubs/research/propertytaxes.pdf.
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sales tax rate of 4.25%. As noted earlier, to estimate regional

immigrant household income dedicated to consumption is

immigrant consumer spending, it is necessary to calculate and

further reduced by $36.7 million and $20.8 million, in Nassau

subtract from aggregate household income the estimated

and Suffolk counties, respectively.

values of state and local income tax payments, other payroll
taxes, personal savings, international remittances (immigrants’

Remittances

payments to family and other recipients in their home

As a recent U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO)

countries) and extra-regional consumer spending (whether

report notes, estimates of remittances of money from

in neighboring New York City or in distant Colombia, for

foreign-born workers to their home countries vary sub-

example). The adjustments are made as follows:

stantially among reputable researchers.24 Studies suggest
remittance senders tend to be young, recently arrived men

Federal and state income and other payroll taxes

with low incomes.25 For the estimates to be used here, data

For the estimate of the average immigrant household

are taken from a recently released International Fund for

income tax obligations to the United States and New York

Agricultural Development (IFAD) study,26 which contains

State, the mean immigrant household income in each

remittance estimates for numerous countries. The annual

county is calculated, and it is assumed that the typical

remittance per migrant ranges from $1,766 to $3,126, and

household is married with two dependent children, files

it depends on the geographic origin of the immigrant in

a married, joint return, takes the standard deduction, and

question. The further simplifying assumption was made

has $10,000 in additional adjustments to gross income.

that immigrants arriving in the U.S. prior to 1990 do

One hundred percent taxpayer compliance is also assumed

not remit any funds to their home country. The resulting

(conservatively, with respect to the local revenue calculation).

estimates are $257.9 million and $176.2 million in 2006

The estimated totals come to a combined $1.11 billion

remittances from Nassau and Suffolk counties, respectively.

in federal and state income taxes for Nassau County
immigrant households, and $493.3 million for those in

Extra-regional spending (leakages)

Suffolk. In addition, immigrants in Nassau and Suffolk

As a large, affluent suburb of New York, Long Island

counties respectively contributed an estimated $401.3

absorbs the great bulk of residential immigrant consumer

million and $264.7 million in Social Security and Medicare

spending. Two major spending categories—shelter and

payroll taxes.

household utilities—are necessarily purchased locally and
two others—food for home consumption and motor vehicles

Personal savings

and associated expenses—are apt to leak only negligibly

There is no reliable data source to calculate the percentage of

from the region. At the same time, immigrants and other

household income that Long Island immigrants save. Nation-

Long Islanders are embedded in the broader New York

ally, Americans saved less than 0.5% of their after-tax income

metropolitan area economy, primarily as suppliers of labor

in 2005.23 Given the high average level of remittances for

to New York City; they also travel and spend elsewhere and

immigrants, their savings rate may be even lower than the

make online purchases. Lacking data on immigrant spending

average. Yet in the absence of more precise data, a savings

outside the region, a reasonable, upper-limit estimate of

rate of 0.5% for all Long Island’s immigrants will be assumed

such leakage is used. The figure primarily accounts for

(again, conservatively), independent of group. Therefore,

spending by immigrant Long Islanders commuting to work

23.Bureau of Economic Analysis. Personal Saving in the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPAs) 2006. Accessed at www.bea.gov/national/
nipaweb/Nipa-Frb.asp
24.U.S. Government Accountability Office. 2006. International Remittances: Different Methodologies Produce Different Results. Washington, DC.
25.Congress of the United States, Congressional Budget Office. 2005. Remittances: International Payments by Migrants. Washington, DC.
26. International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). 2007. Sending Money Home: Worldwide Remittance Flows to Developing and Transition Countries.
United Nations.
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in New York City. The leakage is calculated as 20% of

government revenues in Nassau and Suffolk counties.30 As

spending in the health care, entertainment, apparel and

noted, there are over 900 independent government enti-

services, and food away from home categories and 10%

ties on Long Island, making reliable estimates of the total

of public transportation spending. Referring to the con-

immigrant contribution to revenue extremely difficult to

sumer-spending pattern in the New York metropolitan

come by. As an approximation, use was made of the fact

region, the leakage is estimated to be 3.0% of before-tax

that the amount of revenue raised in 2004 classified in this

income, or $220.3 million and $124.7 million in Nassau

“other” category amounted to 40.8% of the property taxes

and Suffolk counties, respectively.27 Recall that it is only

raised (Long Island Index, 2006). The property tax amount

a small fraction of the total leakage, which includes the

calculated earlier was multiplied by this figure (assuming

much more sizable industrial leakage amount.

no change in this ratio as of 2006) and reduced by one third
in order to err on the side of being too conservative. The

Having estimated the value of income and payroll taxes

figures for all the revenues raised in this “other” category are

paid, personal savings, remittances, and spending leak-

$210.1 million for Nassau County and $112.1 million for

ages, the quantities are then deducted from immigrant

Suffolk. Added to the above tax revenues are the property,

Long Islanders’ aggregate gross household income in

sales, and other taxes generated as an indirect result of

2006 to calculate the value of the population’s regional

immigrant consumer spending. These are calculated by the

consumption spending.28 These deductions total $2.02

IMPLAN model and are added to direct revenues already

billion (27.5% of gross income) in Nassau County

discussed. The total tax revenues attributable to the

and $1.08 billion (26.0%) in Suffolk County, yielding

immigrant population come out to $1.39 billion in Nassau

regional consumption spending values for sales tax

County and $744.0 million in Suffolk County. Table 12 lists

calculation purposes of $5.32 billion and $3.08 billion.

the tax revenue flows by category and breaks the amounts
down according to immigrant group.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Consumer Expenditure
Survey cited above shows that the average consumer in the

Two things are worth noting. First, even though Nassau

New York metropolitan statistical area devotes 45.09% of

County has about 36% more immigrant residents than

total spending to purchases of goods and services subject

Suffolk, its immigrants generated 87% more tax revenue for

to the sales tax in New York State.29 Immigrant Long

the county than their counterparts in Suffolk. This reflects

Islanders’ contribution to local sales tax revenues is therefore

the fact that immigrants are richer on average in Nassau,

estimated as $102.0 million and $58.9 million in Nassau

as are residents in general and each racial and ethnic group

and Suffolk counties, respectively.

considered separately. All else equal, higher incomes will
produce greater tax revenues for the county. Second, there is

Other local revenues

considerable variability among the immigrant groups. Non-

According to the Center for Governmental Research, small

Hispanic whites—mostly European immigrants—generated

and medium revenue streams from more than one hundred

nearly $570 million in revenues for Nassau but only a bit

different sources account for about one-quarter of local

more than half that for Suffolk. This is not a great surprise

27. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 2006. Consumer Expenditure Survey 2005-2006. Table 21. “Selected Northeastern Metropolitan Statistical Areas:
Average Annual Expenditures and Characteristics.” Accessed at http:// www.bls.gov/cex/2006/msas/norteast.pdf.
28. Property tax payments are not deducted from gross income because these payments are considered part of the cost of consuming shelter. In any case,
most shelter-related consumption is not subject to the New York sales tax and is excluded from the sales tax revenue calculation.
29. Long Island immigrant consumer spending is modeled on the metropolitan area pattern (for all groups) in preference to the national immigrant
spending pattern (also produced by BLS) because regional immigrant spending is more likely to approximate the metropolitan pattern (reflecting
relatively high housing costs, for example).
30. Center for Governmental Research. 2006. Long Island Index 2006 Special Analysis Report: Analysis of Government Expenditures and Revenues on Long
Island, 1998-2003. Rochester, NY, p. 16. CGR compiles and analyzes detailed local expenditure and revenue data provided by the Office of the
New York State Comptroller.
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Table 12. Estimated Immigrant Tax Revenue Contributions, 2006
(in thousands of dollars)
(A) Total
		
Direct
Indirect Contributions		 Total
	Long Island
Contributions	From Business	From Persons	Contributions
Property tax
Sales tax
	Other taxes and fees
	Total

$1,188,049

$266,350

$2,544

$1,456,943

$160,932

$57,873

$57,873

$276,679...

$322,166

$43,770

$33,141

$399,077

$1,671,147

$367,993

$93,559

$2,132,699

Nassau County				
Property tax

$788,063

$166,740

$1,558

$956,361

Sales tax

$101,985

$36,230

$36,230

$174,444

$210,097

$27,400

$20,406

$257,903

$1,100,145

$230,370

$58,194

$1,388,709

	Other taxes and fees
	Total

	Suffolk County				
Property tax

$399,986

$99,610

$986

$500,582

$58,947

$21,644

$21,644

$102,234

	Other taxes and fees

$112,069

$16,369

$12,736

$141,174

	Total

$571,002

$137,623

$35,365

$743,990

Sales tax

		
	Nassau County
Property tax
Sales tax
	Other taxes and fees
	Total

(B) White, non-Hispanic
Direct
Indirect Contributions		 Total
Contributions	From Business	From Persons	Contributions
$321,672

$69,388

$649

$391,709

$42,354

$15,077

$15,077

$72,508

$85,758

$11,403

$8,495

$105,655

$449,784

$95,867

$24,221

$569,872

Suffolk County				
Property tax
Sales tax
	Other taxes and fees
	Total

$164,302

$41,702

$413

$206,417

$24,650

$9,061

$9,061

$42,773

$46,035

$6,853

$5,336

$58,223

$234,987

$57,617

$14,810

$307,413
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Table 12. Estimated Immigrant Tax Revenue Contributions, 2006 cont
(in thousands of dollars)
(C) Black
		
Direct
Indirect Contributions		 Total
	Nassau County
Contributions	From Business	From Persons	Contributions
Property tax

$90,750

$19,726

$184

$110,660

Sales tax

$12,031

$4,286

$4,286

$20,603

$24,194

$3,242

$2,412

$29,847

$126,975

$27,253

$6,882

$161,110

	Other taxes and fees
	Total

Suffolk County				
Property tax

$38,190

$9,422

$93

$47,706

$5,577

$2,047

$2,047

$9,671

	Other taxes and fees

$10,700

$1,548

$1,204

$13,452

	Total

$54,467

$13,018

$3,344

$70,829

Sales tax

		
	Nassau County
Property tax
Sales tax
	Other taxes and fees
	Total

(D) Hispanic
Direct
Indirect Contributions		 Total
Contributions	From Business	From Persons	Contributions
$148,933

$31,918

$298

$181,149

$19,496

$6,935

$6,935

$33,367

$39,705

$5,245

$3,901

$48,852

$208,134

$44,099

$11,134

$263,368

Suffolk County				
Property tax
Sales tax
	Other taxes and fees
	Total

		
	Nassau County
Property tax
Sales tax
	Other taxes and fees
	Total

$115,255

$28,555

$282

$144,092

$16,889

$6,205

$6,205

$29,298

$32,293

$4,692

$3,646

$40,631

$164,436

$39,452

$10,133

$214,021

(E) Asian
Direct
Indirect Contributions		 Total
Contributions	From Business	From Persons	Contributions
$215,763

$43,660

$408

$259,832

$26,833

$9,487

$9,487

$45,806

$57,522

$7,175

$5,347

$70,044

$300,119

$60,321

$15,242

$375,682

Suffolk County				
Property tax

$81,284

$19,691

$195

$101,171

Sales tax

$11,689

$4,279

$4,279

$20,247

$22,775

$3,236

$2,520

$28,530

$115,748

$27,205

$6,993

$149,947

	Other taxes and fees
	Total
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Table 12. Estimated Immigrant Tax Revenue Contributions, 2006 cont
(in thousands of dollars)
(F) Other
		
Direct
Indirect Contributions		 Total
	Nassau County
Contributions	From Business	From Persons	Contributions
Property tax
Sales tax
	Other taxes and fees
	Total

$10,945

$2,048

$19

$13,012

$1,270

$445

$445

$2,160

$2,918

$337

$251

$3,505

$15,133

$2,829

$715

$18,677

Suffolk County				
Property tax

$954

$239

$2

$1,196

Sales tax

$141

$52

$52

$245

$267

$39

$31

$337

$1,363

$331

$85

$1,779

	Other taxes and fees
	Total

given that they number 42% more in Nassau. But the

school finance database and the New York Department of

comparison is more skewed among blacks (mostly Caribbean

Education’s statistics on public school enrollment by district

immigrants) and Asians. For each of these groups, immigrant

and ethnicity are utilized to calculate the share of this cost

revenues accruing to Nassau County were significantly

attributable to immigrant Long Islanders.31 For each school

more than twice the revenues for Suffolk. In each case it

district, total current spending is multiplied by the share of

reflects the fact that blacks and Asians are both richer and

total revenues from local sources and then multiplied again

considerably more numerous in Nassau than in Suffolk.

by the percentage of the population in the district that is

Hispanics are the only group for which there does not

foreign born. Doing so probably overstates the cost since, as

appear to be as significant a disparity. Hispanic immigrant

noted earlier, immigrants are vastly underrepresented among

tax revenues were 23% higher in Nassau, while Hispanic

those 18 and younger. The immigrant share of public educa-

immigrants themselves numbered only two percent more

tion costs borne by local governments is estimated at $500.0

in Nassau. Again, the discrepancy reflects a higher average
income for Hispanics in Nassau than in Suffolk.

million in Nassau County and $272.2 million in Suffolk
County, respectively, representing 18.7% and 11.5% of total
local current spending on public school education.

Principal Local Public Costs of Immigrant

Health Care

Long Islanders

Medicaid, the public health insurance program for low-income

K-12 public school education

families, absorbs the greatest share of health-related spending

On Long Island, as in most communities, the principal

by Long Island local governments. In most states, Medicaid is

expenditure borne by local government is public elementary

funded entirely by state and federal governments, but counties

and secondary school education. The U.S. Census Bureau’s

bear a significant share of the cost in New York.32

31. U.S. Census Bureau. 2005. “2005 Public Elementary-Secondary Education Finance Data.” Accessed at http://www.census.gov/govs/www/
school05doc.html.; New York State Department of Education. 2006, op. cit.
32. Medicaid for children under 18 in New York State is now called Child Health Plus A. The state also started the Family Health Plus insurance program
several years ago to cover low-income adults who exceed regular Medicaid income limits. Both of these programs are financed like regular Medicaid,
requiring a 25% county contribution, and are categorized as Medicaid expenditures. Child Health Plus B covers low-income children not eligible for
Child Health Plus because household income limitations are exceeded or other reasons. This program is entirely funded by the federal and state governments and does not require a county contribution. Undocumented immigrants are barred from receiving Medicaid and Child Health Plus A benefits but
may receive Child Health Plus B benefits. New York City Office of Citywide Health Insurance Access. Accessed at http://www.nyc.gov. Public Policy
and Education Fund of New York. 2004. Half a million and one broken promises. Accessed at http://www.citizenaction.org.
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The distribution of county Medicaid spending by ethnicity

Hence, total local government health care spending for the

or nativity is not available, so the immigrant share of costs

immigrant population is an estimated $110.5 million in

is estimated by evaluating immigrant demographic and

Nassau County and about $133.4 million in Suffolk County.

income characteristics that bear on program eligibility.

Corrections

To simplify matters the comparative poverty rates among

The Nassau and Suffolk County governments spend a

the immigrant groups were considered—since Medicaid

significant share of their annual budget on services related

beneficiaries include a large share of low-income house-

to their respective inmate populations. In 2006, $140

holds—as well as the size of the elderly population of each

million were budgeted for corrections in Nassau County,

group, since almost 80% of statewide Medicaid spending

and a bit more than $81 million were allocated to Suffolk

is for nursing home residents and other care for the aged,

County corrections. The immigrant share of corrections

blind, and disabled. In addition, the decision was made

expenditure is based on the proportional racial and ethnic

to risk erring on the side of budgetary caution by assigning

makeup of the inmate population.36 Despite mounting

25% of total county Medicaid costs to immigrants, well

evidence at the national level that immigrants are on the

above their 2006 population share. Using the New York

whole less likely to commit crimes than non-immigrants,

State Comptroller’s estimates of county Medicaid spending,

again a conservative assumption is made, in this case that

county-borne Medicaid costs attributable to the immigrant

immigrants account for 20% of all corrections spending.

population are an estimated $76.7 million and $83.3 million

The immigrant share of the corrections budget for 2006

in Nassau and Suffolk counties, respectively.

therefore comes to an estimated $28.1 million in Nassau

33

34

County and $16.3 million in Suffolk.
Long Island local governments also spend significant sums
on public health services, including child immunization,

Summing the three cost categories, the Long Island im-

child development early intervention programs, county

migrant population was responsible for about $1.06 billion

health clinics, ambulance services, and environmental

in costs to Long Island local governments in 2006. Table

health programs, among many other services. Because

13 shows how these cost estimates break down according

some of these programs are means tested, immigrants

to racial or ethnic group.

35

were again assigned 25% of total spending in the “Public
Health” and “Other Health” categories for all Long Island
local governments estimated by the Center for Governmental
Studies in the 2006 report cited above. In this case, the
poverty rate and the population size for each immigrant
group were accounted for, but not the size of the elderly
population. The non-Medicaid-related health expenditures
are estimated to be $33.8 million and $50.1 million in
Nassau and Suffolk counties, respectively.

33. Public Policy and Education Fund of New York, op. cit.
34. Office of the New York State Comptroller. 2006. “County Medicaid Costs.” Accessed at http://www.osc.state.ny.us/localgov/pubs/research/medicaidtable.pdf.
35. Center for Governmental Research. 2006, op. cit. The 2003 expenditure figures in the CGR report are inflated based on expenditure growth patterns
published by the State Comptroller. Office of the New York State Comptroller, 2007, “Financial Report on Counties,” Accessed at http://www.osc.
state.ny.us/localgov/pubs/fincounties.pdf
36. These numbers, as well as the annual budget figures, were obtained through direct communication with the respective Sheriff’s offices.
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Table 13. Immigrant Share of County Expenditures by Racial or Ethnic Group, 2006
(in thousands of dollars)
	Long Island	Education
White non-Hispanic

Health	Corrections	Total

$228,416

$72,203

$19,502

$320,121

	Black

$107,286

$57,328

$16,974

$181,588

	Hispanic

$260,008

$75,583

$6,963

$342,554

	Asian

$166,799

$37,785

$848

$205,432

$9,705

$748

$68

$10,522

$772,214

$243,648

$44,355

$1,060,217

	Other
	Total

Nassau				
	White non-Hispanic

$149,753

$36,669

$9,267

$195,690

$73,885

$26,888

$11,514

$112,287

	Hispanic

$149,446

$31,012

$6,459

$186,917

	Asian

$118,385

$15,231

$803

$134,418

$8,514

$555

$39

$9,109

	Black

	Other

	Suffolk 				
	White non-Hispanic

$78,663

$35,534

$10,235

$124,431

	Black

$33,401

$30,440

$5,460

$69,301

$110,562

$44,571

$504

$155,637

	Asian

$48,415

$22,555

$45

$71,014

	Other

$1,191

$193

$29

$1,413

	Hispanic
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Summary: The Immigrant Impact on Local Government Budgets
Figure 14. The Immigrant Impact on the Long Island County Budgets

LI IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
465,217

INDIRECT
PERSONAL
TAXES
$94 mn

INCOME,TAXES
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SAVINGS, AND
PRODUCTION &
CONSUMPTION
LEAKAGES
$5.2 bn

INDIRECT
IMPACT
$5,4 bn

IMMIGRANT
EARNINGS
$5.6 bn

DIRECT
IMPACT
$5.2 bn

INDIRECT
BUSINESS
TAXES
$368 mn
DIRECT
CONSUMER
TAXES
$483 mn

TOTAL

CONTRIBUTION
$2.13 bn

BUDGET
BALANCE
+$1.07 bn
($2,305 PER
PERSON)

K-12
EDUCATION
$772 mn
TOTAL
COST
$1.06 bn

HEALTH
$244 mn

LI IMMIGRANT
POPULATION
465,217

CORRECTIONS
$44 mn

PROPERTY
TAXES
$1.2 bn

Figure 14 summarizes the principal immigrant contributions

undocumented workers generally contribute some local tax

and costs to local government budgets in 2006.

revenues and are not eligible for all the benefits available to
documented residents. The fact that the total immigrant

We begin, on the left side, with the contributions. The

contribution to revenues is double their share of the cost

Long Island immigrant population of 465,217 earned $11.5

strongly suggests that the undocumented representatives

billion in 2006, of which $5.2 billion went to federal and

of the immigrant population on their own are also net

state taxes, remittances, savings, and leakages (domestic

contributors. It is impossible to discern from the census

and foreign), and $1.2 billion went to property taxes. In

data the extent to which they contribute, however.

addition to producing sizable tax revenue, the remaining
$5.2 billion also generates spin-off income that itself yields

Finally, if we look at Table 14, we see that there are

additional revenue. The total tax revenue raised by the local

substantial differences between the group net benefits.

governments of Long Island in 2006 is $2.13 billion, of

While, by my estimates, there are no immigrant groups

which $1.67 million is directly related to immigrant in-

that are a net cost to Long Island, the white non-Hispanic

come and spending. The remaining $462 million represents

immigrants, most presumably originating from Europe,

taxes on all the spin-off income.

contribute the greatest amount per resident—a net benefit
of $4,059. Asian immigrants, who are mostly from India,

Total costs appear on the other side of the diagram. As

China, South Korea, the Philippines, Pakistan, Iran, and

noted earlier, the Long Island immigrant population is

Turkey, contribute $3,249 per resident, the second-largest

responsible for about $1.06 billion in public costs for K-12

amount. Hispanic immigrants contribute a net benefit of

education, health care, and corrections. The difference

$842 per resident, and black immigrants—most either

between the estimated $2.13 billion for tax contributions

from Caribbean countries or from Guyana—contribute

and the $1.06 billion aggregate cost results in a net benefit

the least, though still a respectable net benefit of $789 per

to Long Island of $1.07 billion, which works out to about

resident. We can attribute a significant portion—though

$2,305 per immigrant resident. More noteworthy than

by no means all—of the difference among the groups to the

the difference is the fact that total tax revenues are double

fact that Asian and white immigrants on Long Island earn

the figure for total costs. It is well known that, despite

higher than average incomes and therefore pay higher than

earning incomes that are substantially below the average,

average taxes.
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Table 14. Net Benefit to Long Island of the Principal Immigrant Groups
		
		
White non-Hispanic

Total Tax	Total Cost of
Net Benefit to	Net Benefit per
Revenues	Services Used	Long Island	Immigrant Resident
$877,285,174

$320,121,081

$557,164,093

$4,059

	Black

$231,939,581

$181,587,773

$50,351,807

$789

	Hispanic

$477,388,702

$342,553,923

$134,834,778

$842

	Asian

$525,628,738

$205,432,322

$320,196,416

$3,249

	Other

$20,456,015

$10,521,725

$9,934,290

$1,830

$2,132,698,209

$1,060,494,600

$1,072,203,609

$2,305

	Total

The results are not entirely surprising, given the age profile

Island immigrant population continues to exhibit rapid

described earlier. With immigrants more likely than non-

growth, especially compared to the non-immigrant population,

immigrants to be in the “prime working age” category, their

which shrunk by more than four percent since 1980. It is

dependence on services from the county is understandably

therefore reasonable that Long Island’s economy would have

somewhat less than for non-immigrants. There may also

stagnated or declined over the past thirty years if not for

be cultural factors that in some cases make immigrants less

its immigrants. The fact that its immigrant population is

inclined to make use of available services—particularly health

expected to continue growing at a healthy clip bodes well

care, though also sometimes education, as noted earlier—but

for the future of the Long Island economy.

this requires further investigation. On the revenue side, it is
clear that although the immigrants on average receive less

Moreover, compared to immigrants living in New York

income than non-immigrants, the difference is not huge.

City, a greater percentage of Long Island’s immigrants have

Moreover, some immigrants, particularly Asians, tend to earn

completed college or graduate school, with the resulting

higher than average incomes. It is the income differential

average income likely producing a more favorable economic

among the immigrant groups that mostly explains the esti-

impact per resident. Long Island’s immigrants also compare

mated differences in the net benefit per immigrant resident.

favorably to New York City’s in terms of English proficiency,
which also is a factor in determining one’s earnings. Finally,

In summary, immigrants appear to be a clear economic

the fact that such a high percentage of Long Island’s

benefit to Long Island. Yet basing the conclusion exclusively

immigrants eventually become citizens—over 85% of those

on their estimated budgetary contribution for 2006 ignores

residing on Long Island since 1980 or earlier are citizens—

other important changes that are likely to bear significantly

strongly suggests that immigrant contributions to Long

on future economic impact. As noted earlier, the Long

Island’s economy are likely to continue well into the future.
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